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management
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An evolution in legal
practice management

F

or well over 20 years, LawWare
has been at the forefront of
legal practice management
software development.
During that time our guiding
principle has always been to create
solutions that save you time and
money, reduce your risk and
increase your productivity. Then, we
backup our software with high
quality support and training.

VERSION 5: A NEW ERA
Now, with the release of our fifth
generation of software, we are
setting new standards that will
prove to be a game changer for
your legal business.
Version 5 is not just a facelift. It’s a
completely redesigned application
that retains the familiar look, feel
and functionality of V4 but with
brand-new, powerful additions to
help you streamline your work.
That’s the technical bit - the
benefits are much more wide-

ranging. Please take a look through
this brochure to see the difference
they can make to your law firm.
Our approach to Version 5 has very
much followed the Land Rover
Defender template. The original
Landy was a robust, secure product
with great longevity which was
recently replaced by a new, even
more robust, hi-tech and much
improved model.
This guided our principles with V5 still robust and reliable but with
many improvements designed to
make your work experience
simpler and more efficient.

Warren Wander,
CEO, LawWare Ltd.
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Case & Matter Management
This is the building block for your
entire electronic client and case
files.

cases and alerts you when certain
key stages or levels of work in
progress are reached.

LawWare organises all your case
information by case. LawWare logs
every activity, be it a phone call, a
document created, an email or time
record and stores it within the case
record.

It gives you complete control over
case management and is a
cornerstone in helping you run your
business efficiently.

This supports you to find and locate
all relevant information about the
transaction with ease.

KEEP TRACK OF
EVERYTHING
The database at the heart of
LawWare keeps you fully up to
speed on the progress of all your

CUSTOMISE HOW YOU
MANAGE YOUR CASES
Whilst many of the different cases
you are dealing with at any given
time may be similar in nature, no
two cases or work types are the
same.
LawWare case management
software addresses this issue by
giving you the option to add custom
fields to your cases – providing
complete flexibility and a
mechanism for storing important
information that can be used for
management reporting.
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Document Management
CREATE, MODIFY & STYLE
YOUR DOCUMENTS EASILY
Fully integrated within LawWare,
the Document Management
Module provides you with:
▶ Extensive style library facilities to
create customised document
templates for re-use.
▶ Automatic merging of addressee
details, letter headings, case
information, etc.
▶ Fully integrated with Microsoft
Word, Outlook and Excel.
▶ A ‘Virtual’ file with all
documents/letters accessible as
“Activities” within the file.
▶ The ability to attach any type of
file or document, including
scanned images and paperwork.
▶ The facility to drag and drop or
auto-file incoming e-mails into
appropriate files, and raise emails directly from the file.
▶ Reduced risk management
through consistency of
documentation content.

▶ The ability to send SMS text
messages to clients and store
the messages within the case
file.
▶ The ability to use third-party
tools such as document banks or
forms packages.

FIND DOCUMENTS QUICKLY
All your documents are stored
within the appropriate matter file
providing you with the ability to
search and find them with ease and
to look at the version history of
each.

COLLABORATE
Version history is not there just to
give a historical overview. In
situations where multiple fee
earners or teams handle the same
matters, LawWare makes your
documents available for both
viewing and input by other fee
earners and appropriate staff.
Helping you get the job done in the
most efficient and cost-effective
manner.

Accounts, timerecording & billing

L
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awWare delivers all the legal accounting, time-recording and billing features
you demand.

Once the core of any computer system in a legal office, and even now still reason
enough in itself to implement LawWare, the integrated Accounts module is a real
revelation in ease and flexibility of use. LawWare Accounts offers a
straightforward interface with some of the most sophisticated reporting facilities
available.
While most solutions started out as a basic Accounts package that was then
tailored to meet the legal requirements, LawWare V5 Accounts is designed from
scratch specifically to offer an integrated accounts solution for Legal Firms. This
ensures that Accounts information is available and utilised through all modules of
LawWare rather than being confined to the Cashroom.
The system ensures client monies are safe and handled in full accordance with
Law Society of Scotland and SRA / Law Society accounting rules and regulations.

KEY ACCOUNTING FEATURES & BENEFITS
▶ Full Client Accounting systems.
▶ Firm Accounting.
▶ Designated Deposit Accounts.
▶ Automated Feeing systems
integrating WIP.
▶ Advanced Reporting.
▶ Automated month, VAT quarter
and year-end routines.
▶ On-screen and electronic Bank
Reconciliations.
▶ VAT reporting (both fees
rendered & cash basis).

▶ Real time surplus monitoring (for
Scotland).
▶ A multiple Cashier system with
electronic posting slips.
▶ English Section 22 & Scottish
Accounts Rule B6.3.1(a)
compliance.
▶ English Interest calculation.
▶ Scheduled Transactions.
▶ Cheque printing.
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TIME RECORDING

B

oth time-recording and billing are integrated into the LawWare Version 5
system.

Even in this day and age, many regard time recording as something of a chore.
With LawWare, time recording is an integral feature of the software and operates
seamlessly as you work.
Even if you spend the majority of your time on fixed fee work, time recording has
benefits. It is a valuable management tool. It can help you establish the real cost
and value of the work to your business.
Whether you’re working from home, court or visiting clients, LawWare comes with
the option to record time on the go as well as look at case files and the status of
the latest bill.
The system is designed to work with all types of mobile phone and tablet,
allowing you to take your work anywhere and keep track of your time.

BILLING
LawWare is designed to simplify the entire billing process.
You can generate bills at the press of a button. There is also the option to bill in
full or interim bill. Additionally, you can include a Time Cost Statement if
required.
The system also gives you the ability to customise the
look and layout of your invoices to suit your
house-style.
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Email & Microsoft office

M

icrosoft Outlook integration
means your LawWare software
works seamlessly with Outlook. It
solves the problem of storing emails
in one place and other matter
correspondence in another.
The “side-by-side” layout of the
LawWare user interface allows you to
work on a case file whilst viewing
Microsoft Outlook at the same time –
giving you the flexibility to file your
emails against a case file with ease.
With automatic email filing, your
software recognises individual emails
and to which case file they belong
and files them accordingly. That
means you never lose track of your
correspondence.

MS OFFICE
Microsoft’s Office Suite: Word,
Outlook and Excel is at the very heart
of LawWare. In many respects,
LawWare can be regarded as the
fourth Office component.
The ability to work with both
LawWare and Office as integrated
components of the software package
allows you to:
▶ Open Word documents from
within LawWare.
▶ Drag and drop emails into client
files from Outlook.
▶ Store all your office generated
documents within your case files.
Each application serves a unique
purpose and offers a specific service
to its users. For example, Word allows
you to create documents and Excel
provides spreadsheet capability.
There are other apps as well.
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CRM & Strongroom
CRM

STRONGROOM

Your existing clients are the lifeblood
of your business and, as you work
with them, you amass a great deal of
data about them. LawWare allows you
to capitalise upon this via its CRM &
Marketing module.

LawWare’s Strongroom is a fully
integrated mechanism for keeping
track of all client documentation
stored in a physical strongroom or
other secure place.

The CRM allows you to segment your
clients by type of business, age,
gender or geography or any other
appropriate criteria. This gives you
the ability to send them targeted
messages to keep them updated.
Whether it’s newsletters or simple
reminders, the module integrates
with Microsoft Office and makes the
job of informing and cross selling to
your clients a routine operation.
The business of attracting new clients
is equally important for ambitious law
firms. The LawWare CRM & Marketing
module not only helps to prevent you
from missing out on potential new
business, but also assists with
contacting prospective new clients.
You can set up automatic reports to
provide reminders of when to contact
clients and potential new clients as
part of your daily routine.

From wills to powers of attorney or
title deeds to insurance documents,
the Strongroom feature allows you to
keep track of all client confidential
materials. Security enablement comes
as standard, ensuring only relevant
people can access appropriate
materials.
Every document tracked by the
Strongroom function can be allocated
a review date and a report can then
be generated from within the
LawWare KPI (Key Performance
Indicators) reporting suite to
determine if action is required.
The added bonus of Strongroom
reporting is it provides you with the
ability to generate both new and
repeat business.
You can integrate results seamlessly
into a Microsoft Word document
template or email, then contact
clients individually or in bulk advising
them that their wills or other
documents are due for review.
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Balancing all
Your needs
Good legal practice management
systems are not just about case
management, accounts and word
processing. With LawWare, not only
do you get a fully integrated suite
of software, but also a system that
tackles many other issues that
come hand in hand with running a
legal business.

STRENGTH IN DEPTH
Whether it’s keeping you compliant
with the regulators, helping you to
streamline the way in which you
manage your work or enabling you
to manage your business
effectively, LawWare has a solution
tailored to meet your needs.

MANAGEMENT REPORTING
The core of effective Legal Practice
Management Reporting is having
accurate, up-to-date information at
your fingertips.
This is where LawWare really comes
into its own. Our database includes
two heavy duty reporting modules –
The Report Centre and The
Productivity Centre. These both
include a wide variety of Key
Performance Indicator reports built-in
as standard.

And it’s not just about you - our
system includes a wide variety of
features designed from the ground
up to keep your clients informed
and appraised of case progress.

PORTAL & MOBILE
LawWare’s Client Portal and mobile
apps complement the LawWare
Desktop application.
They are designed both to keep you
up to speed on case progress when
you are on the move and also allow
clients access to controlled case
information when required.
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RISK & COMPLIANCE

WORKFLOW

As we develop our software we
perform a rigorous assessment of all
the regulations. We do this assisted
by our close links with the SRA and UK
Law Societies. We then build our
software in a way that keeps you
compliant by:

There are two sides to every coin.
When it comes to legal workflow it’s
a question of both ensuring that the
service your clients receive is first
class and of building in measures to
ensure the work is carried out
efficiently and profitably.

▶ Performing strict anti money
laundering checks.

LawWare incorporates tools to help
you build your own workflows. You
can set it up to deal with a range of
worktypes where a systematic
approach is the key. These include:
Estate Agency, Conveyancing, Debt
Recovery, Insurance Litigation, Remortgage, Licensing, Leasing, Wills,
Probate / Executries, Trust
Administration, Complaints and
many more.

▶ Retaining a databank of evidential
ID verification records.
▶ Performing conflict of interest
checks.
▶ Remaining up to date in terms of
compliance as new regulations
emerge.
▶ Keeping abreast of GDPR
responsibilities.
▶ Making Tax Digital.
Risk assessment questions can be
tailored by you if necessary. LawWare
can then store a historical trail of risk
assessments for case files.
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The Benefits
WHAT’S NEW UNDER THE BONNET?
▶ Modern design.
▶ improved layouts.
▶ Powerful new search capability.
▶ Navigation bar for quicker
access to your information.
▶ Personal view designer.
▶ Excel reports output capability.
▶ New case file summary screen
– for easier access to key
information.
▶ Digital case file previewer – flick
through documents in the
activity tab.
▶ Flexible windows – screen snap
in and pop out (multi monitor),
sizing.
▶ Faster onboarding – new Joint

▶ New case file wizard compliance improvements and
risk assessment form.
▶ Activities improved time
recording with timers – normal
phone call, meeting.
▶ Document production –
performance – much faster &
with document preview.
▶ Enhanced email management auto filing & tracked replies.
▶ Productivity Centre time slots –
live time and target progress.
▶ Productivity Centre
improvement – custom
notifications, graphs.
▶ Security improvements - ethical
walls (record level security).

clients wizard.

CARPE
DIEM

Creating the law firm of
tomorrow, today.
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PRODUCTIVITY
▶ Boost the productivity of staff
by reducing the time spent on:
▶ Searching for the right client.
▶ Setting up new cases with
the new case file wizard.
▶ Satisfying AML and Risk
Assessment.
▶ But at the same time making
sure these are all happening
correctly and being confident
that they are right the first time.
▶ When things do need attention,
ensure more than one person
knows about it with:
▶ Firm-wide notifications.
▶ Case File warning messages.
▶ If particular Cases do need
extra security due to the nature
of the case and/or the people
involved easily setup an ethical
wall and be confident that only

the people that need to access
it, can access it.
▶ Make it easy to summarise a
case file, particularly useful
when covering for colleagues,
with a file previewer that
enables staff to flick through
the file at speed. Also see the
key financial status in an easyto-understand format.
▶ Staff will appreciate and enjoy
having the ability to create
their own views of their data.
Whether conveyancers, private
client, litigators, commercial,
etc there is specific data that
drives these cases forward and
these can be displayed front
and centre on the screens.
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Staff & Business Benefits
USER COMFORT
▶ We are asking staff to sit in

▶ Change the column widths, row

front of a screen all day, and

depths, introduce vertical lines,

we are much more cognisant of

etc – there are a multitude of

our duty to support the well-

features that make working life

being of our colleagues with

more comfortable with

duties like regular display

LawWare V5.

screen equipment (DSE) audits
and similar checks.
▶ Being able to change the font

▶ This new platform of powerful
functions AND user comfort
sets a much higher bar for

and size is a common Windows

practice management software

thing but not so much in

in the second decade of the

practice management software

21st century.

– but that’s changed now.
▶ Choose any of the fonts and
character sizes that work best
for you and reduce eye strain
and related conditions as a
consequence. Dyslexia
sufferers have special (some
downloadable) fonts and these
are supported too.

Let LawWare
software help with
all this, or as much
as you would like.
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PROFITABILITY
▶ Profitability is impacted in three

Executry/probate administration,

ways – savings on cost per case

POA are all areas where a bespoke

and/or ability to fee more of the

approach may be required.

time taken and/or providing more

Smallish and medium sized

cases.

companies are also candidates for

▶ Case cost savings are realised
when quicker ways are
implemented on a consistent
basis. Aspects like Auto-filing
emails, generation of fully formed
documents and forms, digital
dispatch rather than post are
good examples of how optimising
the administrative tasks will make

justified fees. And this is the key
aspect – justification.
Implementing a strong time
recording system creates the
justification for the bill, and where
this recording is no more effort
than recording the activity anyway
- then this is a winning strategy.
▶ More cases – the ability to

an overall positive impact on cost

effectively cross-sell without

per matter.

appearing to be ‘salesy’ is an

▶ Fee more of what you do –
sometimes easier said than done
but there are a couple of
strategies that can be
implemented which the software
will support. Identify any work
types and any client types where
the time actually taken may be
billable. Trust administration,

obvious aim of all firms. This
means getting the message right,
being able to leverage the
supporting data and managing
the communication in a timeeffective fashion.

Focus on
being
productive,
instead of
being busy.
Contact us.
0345 2020 578
innovate@lawware.co.uk
lawware.co.uk

